










DIFFERENTIATION IS CRUCIAL



The number of companies 
who are truly able to achieve 
competitive separation

- Youngme Moon, Different

is depressingly small.



Ashikaga 
Yoshimasa





Kintsugi

Illuminating Imperfection





FLAUNTING1



FLAUNT (verb) to parade without shame



CASE STUDY: BUCKLEY’S
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LOPSIDING2
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D E S PA I R
It’s always darkest, just before it goes pitch black. 











ANTAGONIZING3



CASE STUDY: ALAMO DRAFTHOUSE



At the Alamo Drafthouse, 

we have a simple rule: 

If you talk or text during a movie, 

we kick you out. 

Sometimes, that pisses the movie talker off. 

What follows is an actual voicemail 

a customer left us after being kicked out.



Yeah, I was wondering if you guys actually enjoy 

treating your customers like pieces of sh*t? 

Because that’s how I felt 

when I went to the Alamo Drafthouse. Okay? 

You know what? I didn't know that I wasn't supposed to 
text in your little crappy ass theater. 

It was too f*cking dark in that place to even find my seat. 
All right? 



I was using my phone as a flashlight 

to get to my f*ckin’ seat.

So excuse me for using my phone in 

USA Magnited States of America, 

where you are free to text in a theater. 

I was not aware that I couldn't text in your theater. 

All right? 



I've texted in all the other theaters in Austin. And no 
one ever gave a f*ck about what me, I was doing with 
my f*ckin’ phone. All right? 

And it was on silent. It wasn't on loud. It wasn't 
bothering anybody. 

You guys obviously were being assh*les to me. And I’m 
sure that’s what you do. You know, to rip people off. 
You take my money and you throw me out. You know? 



I will never be comin' back to your Alamo Drafthouse or 
whatever. I'd rather go to a regularlier theater where 
people are actually polite. You know? 

I’m gonna tell everyone about how sh*tty you are. 

I’m pretty sure you guys are being assh*les on purpose. 

So thanks for making me feel like a customer. 

Thanks for takin’ my money, assh*le!



You’re welcome! 

Thanks for not coming back 

to the Alamo, 

texter!



We wanted to take a hard stand 

and say that those people are not welcome 

at the Alamo Drafthouse. 

So we will get rid of those people 

and just make it a better place 

for the rest of the movie-going public.

- Tim League, Founder
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MAGIC CASTLE HOTEL



MAGIC CASTLE HOTEL



What the Magic Castle has figured out is that, to delight 
customers, you need not obsess over every detail. 

Customers will forgive small swimming pools 

and underwhelming room décor, 

as long as you deliver some magical peak moments. 

The surprise about great service experiences 

is that they are mostly forgettable.

- Dan & Chip Heath, The Power of Moments



Wabi-Sabi

Intentional Imperfection
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Don’t try to stand out from the crowd. 
Avoid crowds altogether.
- Hugh MacLeod, Gaping Void


